
Breadcrumbs 
 

Overview 
 

Breadcrumbs are a visual representation of navigational hierarchy. When pages and 
categories are nested, breadcrumbs can come in handy in order to help the user find their 
way through the levels. Breadcrumbs are usually located above the relative content, and in a 
single left-to-right line for easy readability. 

There are two distinctive types of breadcrumbs: 

 

Location Breadcrumbs: The user needs to be able to navigate up (towards the root page) 
and have an understanding of where he is in relation to the rest of the site.  

 

Attribute Breadcrumbs: The user needs to see the choices he has done while narrowing 
the search. 

 

Breadcrumbs have always been a secondary navigation aid. Site visitors mainly use the 
primary menus and the search box, which are certainly more important for usability. But from 
time to time, people do turn to the breadcrumbs, particularly when the main navigation 
doesn't quite meet their needs.  

 

Positives of breadcrumbs: 
 

• Breadcrumbs show people their current location relative to higher-level concepts, 
helping them understand where they are in relation to the rest of the site.  

• Breadcrumbs never cause problems in user testing: people might overlook this small 
design element, but they never misinterpret breadcrumb trails or have trouble 
operating them.  

• Breadcrumbs take up very little space on the page. 

 

Cost-benefit Analysis 
 

So, despite the merely mid-sized benefits, the overall cost-benefit analysis comes out quite 
strongly in favour of breadcrumbs. Their downside is incredibly small: while they do take up 
space, that space is minute. When you divide a mid-sized numerator by a tiny denominator, 
the resulting fraction is substantial.  

 

The main argument against breadcrumbs is that many users overlook them. So, why do 
something that only benefits a minority? 



 

Design details to the visuals 
 

All sizes are scaled/calculated to: 1em = 16px 

 

Desktop (Gigantic), Tablet Landscape (Large) and Tablet Portrait (Medium) 
 

Desktop visual guide, please refer to image: “desktop.jpg” 

Tablet landscape visual guide, please refer to image: “ipad – landscape.jpg” 

Tablet portrait visual guide, please refer to image: “ipad – portrait.jpg” 

The viewport will be ‘Gigantic’ (61.5em +), ‘Large’ (45em to 61.5em) and ‘Medium’ (40em to 
45em) screen resolutions. In these views the page renders the breadcrumb navigation as a 
single lined left-to-right design.  

• Desktop breadcrumb has a height of 30px and it runs across the full width of the 
page. 

• Tablet landscape and tablet portrait breadcrumb has a height of 40px and it runs 
across the full width of the page.  

• Background colour for the breadcrumb is: Platinum Gray (#e2e6e7) 
• Font colour for the active links is: Iron Gray (#555559) 
• Colour of the chevrons is: Iron Gray (#555559) 
• Active page font colour is: Young Blue (#007ab1) 
• Desktop font size for the active and inactive links are: 13px 
• Tablet landscape and tablet portrait font size for the active and inactive links are: 

12px  
• Font family is using the base font which is: Source Sans Pro 
• Font weight is : 100 (normal) 

 

  



Desktop details for spacing and size: 
 

 

 
Desktop details for alignment: 

 

 

Tablet landscape and tablet portrait details for spacing and size: 
 

 



 
Tablet landscape and tablet portrait details for alignment: 

 

 

Phone portrait (Tiny) 
 

The app/website will allow the phone to render itself in any orientation layout, landscape or 
portrait. However as the landscape mode is very restrictive, the design will use the portrait view in 
landscape.  Therefore no visual guides have been supplied to take the phone landscape scenario. 

Phone portrait visual guide, please refer to image: “phone – portrait.jpg”. 

Phone portrait visual guide, please refer to image: “phone – portrait - active.jpg” 

 

The viewport will be ‘Tiny’ (0em to 22em) screen resolutions. In this view the page renders 
the breadcrumb navigation as a modal pop-up, activated via the icon map link on the top 
header bar. The modal window can be seen on the visual guides supplied. 

There will be aspects of JavaScript that need to be considered such as: 

• Transitions speed of the modal fading-in and fading-out 
• A black background content layer that has an opacity of 20% (opacity:0.2)  

Details of the visuals are: 

• Breadcrumb has a height of ‘auto’. There will be no height specified as the modal will 
calculate the number of items in the un-ordered list generated. This will vary from 1 to 
4 items. The visual guide shows the maximum number of items and an indication of 
line height and spacing that the modal window needs to cater for. 

• The width of the breadcrumb is 100% of the device. This will run edge-to-edge of the 
phones width. 

• Background colour for the breadcrumb modal is: #252a2a 



• Font colour for the active links is: Faith White (#FFFFFF) 
• Colour of the chevrons is: Faith White (#FFFFFF) 
• Inactive page font colour is: Young Blue (#007ab1) 
• Inactive square icon font colour is: Young Blue (#007ab1) 
• Font size for the active and inactive links are:  14px 
• Font family is using the base font which is: Source Sans Pro 
• Font weight is : 100 (normal) 
• The modal window has a pointer at the top which points to the icon map link in the 

top header bar 
• The map icon that sits on the top header bar has a font colour of: Faith White 

(#FFFFFF). This does not change colour when the modal is active or in-active. 
• Opacity layer is #000000 with an opacity of 0.2 (20%) 

 

Phone portrait details of size and colour: 

 

 

  



Phone portrait details of alignment: 
 

 

 

*CSS example1 

The code for the pointed arrow using CSS is: 

. 

arrow_box { 

 position: relative; 

 background: #252a2a; 

} 

.arrow_box:after { 

 bottom: 100%; 

 left: 50%; 

 border: solid transparent; 

 content: " "; 

 height: 0; 

 width: 0; 



 position: absolute; 

 pointer-events: none; 

 border-color: rgba(37, 42, 42, 0); 

 border-bottom-color: #252a2a; 

 border-width: 11px; 

 margin-left: -11px; 

} 

 

Details of the interaction 
 

Desktop (Gigantic), Tablet Landscape (Large) and Tablet Portrait (Medium):  

There are clickable links which takes the user to a specific location. The active links that are 
font colour: #555559 will be clickable, however the inactive link which has the font colour of: 
#007ab1 will be the page the user is currently on. This link will not be active and will be 
visible as a presentation display, rather than a interation. 

 

Phone Portrait (Tiny): 

The map icon has not been defined as this is currently been prepared by the US UX team. 
Details of the dimensions and look and feel will be obtained once they have created the imap 
icon font. 

When a user clicks the map icon, they will activate the modal dialogue box which will appear 
on top of the current content layer.  

The interaction to fade in will be approximately 0.2 seconds, as will the fade out be 
approximately 0.2 seconds.  

All the active links will be of font colour Faith White and the blue link will be the current page 
the user is on. Users are expected to click any of the active links which will take them to their 
destination page or click on the map icon or outside of the modal box to close and initiate the 
fade out of the modal box and return the device back to the content window. 

When a user clicks on the map icon to activate the modal box, they also active a transparent 
layer which hides the current content layer using an opacity of 20% (opacity:0.2). This layer 
will allow the focus to be emphasised on the modal box. This layer sits sandwiched between 
the modal window and the current content layer. 
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